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Introduction 

1. The Applicant joined the Joint Medical Services (JMS) at the United 

Nations Office at Nairobi (UNON) on 8 June 2010 pursuant to an Agreement 

between UNON and the members of the United Nations Country Team Somalia 

(UNCT) dated 5 March 2010. Her fixed-term appointment was subsequently 

renewed up to 6 June 2012.  

Facts 

2. At approximately 4.00 p.m. (Nairobi time) on 6 June 2012, an official of 

UNON’s Human Resources Management Service hand-delivered a memorandum 

dated 6 June 2012 notifying the Applicant of the expiry and non-renewal of her 

fixed-term appointment. The memorandum is reproduced below: 

Effective today, please be advised that your fixed-term 
appointment expired on its stated expiry date of 6 June 2012. As 
you may be aware, your appointment as a Medical Officer at 
UNON was made in furtherance of the terms of a certain Letter 
Agreement dated 5 March 2010 between UNON and the Members 
of the United Nations Country Team Somalia. It has been decided 
that this Agreement will not be continued beyond 30 June 2012. 
Accordingly, UNON is not in a position to renew your 
appointment... 

3. Upon receipt of this memorandum, the Applicant immediately consulted 

the Office of Staff Legal Assistance (OSLA). She filed a request for management 

evaluation of the decision at 4.50 p.m. on 6 June 2012 and thereafter filed an ex 

parte Application for suspension of action at approximately 6.00 p.m. on the same 

day. 

4. On the same date and having read the Application, the Tribunal issued 

Order No. 077 (NBI/2012) suspending the contested decision pending a judicial 

review of the Respondent’s case and a full determination of the Application. The 

case was set down for hearing on 11 and 12 June 2012.  

5. At the end of the hearing on 12 June 2012, the Tribunal made an oral 

Judgment granting the Application and suspending the implementation of the 
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contested decision pending the outcome of management evaluation. The Tribunal 

further informed the parties that a reasoned and written decision would be issued 

by Friday, 15 June 2012. 

6. On 13 June 2012, the Tribunal issued Order No. 081 (NBI/2012) in which 

it set down in writing the said oral Judgment and consequential orders. 

7. On 15 June 2012, the Tribunal published Judgment No. UNDT/2012/091 

in which it granted the Application for suspension of action pending management 

evaluation. 

8. On 14 June 2012, the Applicant filed the instant Motion titled “Motion for 

directions, referral for accountability” (“the Accountability Motion”) requesting 

the Tribunal to clarify its suspension of action orders by confirming that it 

intended that UNON immediately undertake all reasonable steps to suspend the 

effect of the non-renewal of the Applicant’s employment contract and that 

UNON’s managers be referred to the Secretary-General pursuant to art. 10(8) of 

the Statute of the Dispute Tribunal for the enforcement of accountability. 

9. On 14 June 2012, the Tribunal issued Order No. 083 (NBI/2012) in which 

it set down the Accountability Motion for a hearing on 19 June 2012. The 

Tribunal also ordered the attendance of the following witnesses at the hearing: 

a. The Applicant. 

b. The Director General of UNON. 

c. The Director of Administration of UNON. 

d. The Chief, Human Resources Management Service, UNON.  

e. The Chief Medical Officer, UNON. 

f. The UN Somalia Resident Coordinator/ Humanitarian Coordinator. 

10. On 17 June 2012, the UNON Director of Administration (“the 

DAS/UNON”) informed the Tribunal that he would be away from the office on 

mission travel to Arusha and would not be available for a hearing until 22 June 
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2012. On 19 June 2012, the Tribunal requested the DAS/UNON to participate in 

the hearing via teleconference on 21 June 2012. The DAS/UNON responded on 

the same date and informed the Tribunal that he would be driving back to Nairobi 

on 21 June 2012 and that due to safety considerations; he would not be able to 

take part in a teleconference. 

11. On 18 June 2012, the UN Somalia Resident Coordinator/ Humanitarian 

Coordinator, informed the Tribunal that he would not be able to attend the hearing 

due to previously scheduled commitments.  

12. On 18 June 2012, the Director General of UNON requested the Tribunal to 

reschedule her attendance at the Hearing to 21 June 2012. The request was 

granted. 

13. The Respondent filed a Reply to the Accountability Motion on 18 June 

2012.  

14. The Tribunal held hearings on the Accountability Motion on 19 and 21 

June 2012. The Tribunal received live evidence from the Applicant, the Director 

General of UNON, the Chief Medical Officer, UNON and the Chief, Human 

Resources Management Service, UNON.  

15. On 21 June 2012, the Nairobi Staff Union (NSU) filed an application to 

file a friend-of-court brief. The Respondent filed objections to the application on 

26 June 2012. On 12 July 2012, the Tribunal granted the NSU’s application. The 

brief was filed on 20 July 2012. 

16. The Parties were ordered to file their closing submissions by Friday, 29 

June 2012. The Respondent and the Applicant filed the said submissions on 29 

June 2012 and 1 July 2012 respectively.  

Applicant’s testimony 

17. The Applicant’s testimony at the hearing of the Accountability Motion on 

19 June 2012 is summarised below. 
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18. Since the granting of the Application for suspension of action, she 

attempted to return to work at JMS/UNON on three occasions. The first attempt 

was on Friday, 8 June 2012. She arrived at the office after close of business to 

hand over some patient notes to a colleague. 

19. Her second attempt was on 12 June 2012. She arrived at the office some 

minutes before 9.00 a.m. and found her First Reporting Officer (FRO), the Chief 

Medical Officer, UNON, having a meeting. She informed her FRO that she was 

returning to work and was told to wait for the meeting to end. At the end of the 

meeting, the FRO informed her that she had received no communication that the 

Applicant could return to work. Her FRO handed her a slip of paper which had the 

Respondent’s Counsel’s phone number and office address written on it. The FRO 

informed her that Counsel for the Respondent wanted to see her and had advised 

that the Applicant had no legal grounds for being in the office. She told her FRO 

that she preferred that Counsel for the Respondent talk to her own Counsel 

instead. 

20. The Applicant decided against going to the office of the Respondent’s 

Counsel as instructed but eventually called the said Counsel for the Respondent 

who told her over the phone that she had been informed that the Applicant refused 

to come to her office to see her and further that she had no legal grounds for being 

in the office and that she had to obey her instructions. The Applicant ended the 

conversation when the Counsel for the Respondent’s temper started to rise.  

21. The Applicant’s third attempt to return to work was on 13 June 2012. She 

went to the UNON main cafeteria and found her FRO having a meeting with other 

work colleagues. They had a private conversation away from the other colleagues. 

Her FRO informed her that she was not authorized to return to work. This was her 

last attempt to return to the office. On the same day she received an email from 

her FRO requiring her to return all of UNON’s assets in her possession including 

her official laptop computer. 

22. Since 6 June 2012, the UNON administration had taken several steps to 

separate her from service. On the morning of 7 June 2012, she received several 
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emails from various departments requesting her to clear from them 

administratively.  

The Chief Medical Officer’s testimony. 

23. The following is a summary of the Chief Medical Officer’s testimony 

from the hearing of the Accountability Motion on 19 June 2012. 

24. She saw the Tribunal’s Order on the Applicant’s suspension of action 

Application when she returned to the office on 10 June 2012. 

25. When the Applicant turned up at the office on 12 June 2012, she did not 

understand why as she (FRO) had received information from UNON management 

that the suspension of action order was under dispute. The Applicant had found 

her having a meeting. After the meeting, she told the Applicant to see UNON’s 

Legal Counsel or at least phone her since, according to Counsel, UNON disputed 

the suspension of action order.  

26. She was advised by UNON’s Legal Counsel that the Applicant was not 

expected to report to work since her contract had expired, she would not be 

remunerated and therefore her reporting to work was pointless.  

27. UNON’s Legal Counsel had advised her that the Orders of the Tribunal in 

this case were illegal. 

The Director General’s testimony 

28. The Director General of UNON testified before the Tribunal on 21 June 

2012 and an affidavit was additionally filed on her behalf on 29 June 2012. While 

giving sworn testimony, she stated that:  

29. She was attending the Tribunal in person out of respect for the internal 

justice mechanism within the Organization. 

30. She was aware of the Tribunal’s Orders that the administrative decision to 

not renew the Applicant’s contract be suspended pending management evaluation. 
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31. UNON’s Legal Counsel had advised her that the Tribunal’s orders were 

illegal and therefore UNON was allowed to not implement the suspension of 

action order while an appeal to the UN Appeals Tribunal (UNAT) was sought. 

32. When questioned by the Tribunal as to whether UNON’s Legal Counsel 

had acted professionally in instructing that the Applicant, without the knowledge 

of the Applicant’s own Counsel, come to the said UNON Legal Counsel’s office 

to see the UNON Counsel after the Tribunal had made the order of suspension of 

action and to further instruct the Applicant to hand over her duties and leave 

UNON premises in spite of the orders of the Tribunal, the witness asked for time 

to get full briefing as to what had transpired and to appropriately give an answer. 

33. The witness on 29 June filed an affidavit which is summarized thus: 

34. After the hearing in which she had testified orally on 21 June 2012, she 

undertook a review of the facts in this case. UNON officials, including the Chief 

Medical Officer, the Chief, Staff Administration Section and UNON’s Legal 

Counsel informed her that on the morning of Tuesday, 12 June 2012, the 

Applicant sought to return to duty at UNON/JMS. The Chief Medical Officer was 

said to have told the Applicant that her visit to the JMS office would be limited to 

undertaking the tasks necessary to hand over certain official files in her 

possession, including the confidential files of JMS patients previously under her 

care and certain UN assets including an official mobile telephone and laptop 

computer among other things.  

35. The Applicant, it was explained to the Director General, refused to comply 

with the Chief Medical Officer’s request and became distressed, spoke angrily and 

loudly to and became confrontational with the Chief Medical Officer and to other 

JMS staff members. This conduct caused a disturbance among the staff and 

patients present at the JMS office. 

36. In an effort to diffuse the matter, the Chief Medical Officer was said to 

have called UNON’s Legal Counsel who requested that the Applicant be 

instructed to report to her office, where a Human Resources Officer would be 

ready to explain to her the practical implications of her separation from service. 
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37. It was told to the Director-General that the sole intent of the proposed 

intervention by UNON’s Legal Counsel and the Chief, Staff Administration 

Section, was to diffuse the disruption in the JMS office by explaining to the 

Applicant that she was required to comply with reasonable demands that she hand 

over confidential official UN files and UN assets in her possession.  

38. The Director General was informed that at no time during her telephone 

conversation of 12 June 2012 did UNON’s Legal Counsel discuss with the 

Applicant any of the legal issues arising in the context of her application for 

suspension of action pending before the Tribunal or the underlying request for 

management evaluation that was lodged with the Management Evaluation Unit. 

The Chief, Human Resources Management Service’s testimony  

39. The following is a summary of the Chief, Human Resources Management 

Service’s testimony from the hearing of the Accountability Motion on 21 June 

2012. 

40. He was away from the office when the 6 June 2012 notice was served on 

the Applicant in this case. 

41. The non-renewal decision had already been implemented by 4.30 p.m. 

Nairobi time on 6 June 2012. By issuing the non-renewal notice, the decision is 

already implemented but this does not stop management evaluation from taking 

its course. 

42. The non-renewal notice implemented the decision not to renew the 

Applicant’s fixed-term appointment. In this case, this happened at 4.30 p.m. The 

Applicant’s last day as a staff member was at 4.30 p.m. on 6 June 2012. 

Submissions by the Applicant’s Counsel 

43. The Applicant’s submissions on the Accountability Motion are 

summarized below. 

44. At the hearing on 6 and 7 June 2012, the Respondent’s representatives 

provided no evidence of the Administration’s efforts to comply with Order No. 
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077 (NBI/2012). On 12 June 2012, following Order No. 077 (NBI/2012) and the 

oral and written orders of 6 June 2012, the Applicant reported for work. She was 

barred from assuming her duties.  

45. On 13 June 2012, following the oral decision recorded in Order No. 81 

(NBI/2012), the Applicant again reported for work. She was again turned away. 

46. Counsel for the Applicant on 14 June 2012 wrote to Counsel for the 

Respondent, pointing out the prevailing legal position that, regardless of whether 

the Respondent disagreed with the Tribunal’s orders, and indeed, regardless of 

whether the Respondent had already launched an appeal, he was obliged to give 

effect to them, until overturned. 

47. The Respondent’s representatives did not respond with any information 

indicating an intention to comply with any of the Tribunal’s Orders. Instead, the 

Administration indicated that it was still effecting a lawful separation of the 

Applicant. 

48. The Applicant perceives non-compliance with judicial orders to be a 

serious matter, if it has occurred. Accordingly, the Applicant seeks this Tribunal’s 

confirmation of the effect of its orders. In particular, the Applicant seeks 

confirmation that it intended that UNON endeavour to immediately take all 

reasonable efforts to give effect to Order No. 077 (NBI/2012), the oral order on 11 

June 2012, and Order 81 (NBI/2012). 

49. The Respondent’s arguments are premised on the notion that if the 

Tribunal acts in excess of its jurisdiction, its orders have no effect. This cannot be 

correct as any error of law or fact made by a Court can only be corrected by a 

Court of superior jurisdiction.  

50. If it is for the Respondent to determine what an error of law is and what is 

an excess of jurisdiction by the Tribunal, the Respondent effectively becomes the 

Judge in his own cause and can pick and choose which orders to implement and 

which ones to ignore.  
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51. Such a situation cannot lead to a sustainable judicial system and would 

only result in anarchy.  

52. UNAT Judgment in Villamoran 2011-UNAT-160 defines the applicable 

law in this case and the Respondent’s interpretation of UN General Assembly 

Resolution 66/237 of 9 February 2012 is unsustainable since if the Respondent is 

correct, suspension of action applications will cease to have any meaning. Further, 

the said Resolution has no bearing on appeals of interlocutory orders. 

53. The Applicant proposes that the Respondent be given two days to 

demonstrate compliance with the Tribunal’s orders and if the Respondent 

declines, that the Tribunal should issue an order pursuant to art. 10(8) of its 

Statute referring the matter to the Secretary-General for action to enforce 

accountability. 

54. The standing to invoke art. 10(8) is vested solely in the Tribunal. The 

Applicant has no particular interest in the referral of any individual to the 

Secretary-General for accountability but she has a duty in bringing to the attention 

of the Tribunal, a failure to comply with its orders as they impact on her.  

55. The timing of the referral is appropriate and the Respondent’s argument 

that it is premature to order referral is unsustainable. 

Submissions by the Respondent’s Counsel 

56. The Respondent’s submissions on the Accountability Motion are 

summarized below. 

57. There is no legal basis for a referral to the Secretary-General for the 

enforcement of accountability pursuant to art. 10(8) of the Tribunal’s Statute. 

58. There was no wilful intent by any of UNON’s officials to disrespect the 

lawful orders issued by the Tribunal. 

59. The reason that UNON had taken the decision to forestall implementation 

of the suspension of action order was in reliance on legal advice indicating that 

there was a good faith basis for UNON to forestall implementation of the 
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Tribunal’s suspension of action as it was issued beyond the competence of the 

Tribunal. This was because the decision not to renew the Applicant’s appointment 

had already been implemented before the Tribunal issued the suspension order. 

60. The decision not to renew the Applicant’s fixed term appointment was 

implemented effective as of the close of business at 4:30 p.m. on 6 June 2012, the 

stated date of expiry. Consequently, in order to grant the measure of relief that the 

Applicant seeks in the Accountability Motion, it is necessary for the Tribunal to 

clearly indicate in a restated order what affirmative actions are required of UNON 

to suspend the effects of the non-renewal decision. 

61. UNON had already implemented the non-renewal decision and could not 

comply with the Tribunal’s orders.  

62. UNON does not legally have a duty to comply with the Tribunal’s orders 

until the 60-day expiry period for filing appeals had expired.  

63. The Tribunal’s orders exceeded its jurisdiction.  

64. Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 66/237, “Administration of 

Justice at the United Nations”, during the pendency of the appeal’s period, UNON 

has a legal right to suspend the execution of the Tribunal’s orders as it believes 

that the Tribunal acted in excess of its jurisdiction. 

65. The application of the NSU to file a friend-of-court brief should be denied 

because it has not intoned in what way its participation will assist the Tribunal in 

its deliberation in this case. The NSU’s participation will not be in the nature of an 

impartial submission that is to provide expertise to the Tribunal as it considers the 

legal issues implicated in suspension of action or in the Accountability Motion. 

66. There is no legitimate role to be played by the NSU in the context of the 

suspension of action application or in respect of the Accountability Motion. There 

are no particular issues of law on which the NSU possesses specialised expertise 

that is beyond the knowledge of this Tribunal or the Counsel already before it. 
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67. In this case, the participation of the NSU was instigated by the Applicant 

who seeks their intervention to bolster her legal arguments. As such, whilst the 

NSU has approached this Tribunal in the robes of a friend -of-court, in reality, it is 

seeking to intervene in this matter. Pursuant to art. 22 of the Tribunal’s Rules of 

Procedure, only a party who has recourse to the Tribunal may seek to intervene in 

a case. The NSU has no such standing to intervene.  

NSU’s friend-of-court brief 

68. The NSU’s friend-of-court brief is summarized below. 

a. UNON’s decision to ignore orders of the Tribunal potentially 

impacts on all staff members based in Nairobi or administered by UNON.  

b. The failure by the Organization to abide by the Tribunal’s rulings 

may lead to an atmosphere of fear among staff members who will feel that 

the Organization can get away with any wrong doing. This is a violation of 

basic human rights which are guaranteed under the United Nations 

Charter. 

c. The NSU could assist the Tribunal by taking up the matter with 

other relevant organs of the United Nations including the General 

Assembly. 

d. The NSU requests the Tribunal to reaffirm the confidence of staff 

members in the internal justice system by sending a signal to all managers 

and staff in UNON that due process must be followed.  

Considerations 

69. The following are the legal issues arising for consideration in this case: 

a. The meaning of contempt in administrative (civil) proceedings. 

b. Referral under art. 10(8) of the UNDT Statute. 

c. Is this a proper matter for referral to the Secretary-General? 
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d. Were the orders of the Tribunal impossible to comply with? 

f. The role of the Respondent’s Counsel and a party’s “belief” that a 

judgment is illegal. 

g. The role of the Director General of UNON. 

The meaning of “contempt” in administrative (civil) proceedings 

70. Where a party to a civil proceeding obtains an order of court against 

another party in the proceedings and the second party disobeys the order, the 

second party is said to be in contempt of court. In many domestic jurisdictions, the 

party who obtained the order may apply to the court to have the second party 

committed to prison or for his/her assets to be sequestrated by officers of the 

court.  

71. To show that the second party was in contempt, it must be established that 

his/her conduct was intentional and that he/she knew of all the facts which made 

that conduct a breach of the order. Enforcing respect for court orders also serves 

the public interest of promoting respect for the rule of law. In addition to, or 

instead of committing to prison, courts in domestic jurisdictions impose fines for 

contempt or may deliver a reprimand1. 

72. In the context of the United Nations, the inherent jurisdiction of the 

Tribunal confers it with power to deal with contemptuous conduct and is 

necessary to safeguard its judicial functions. This power need not be defined in 

the Tribunal’s Statute or in its Rules of Procedure. Wilful disobedience of the 

Tribunal’s orders is contempt and is a direct attack upon the jurisdiction of the 

Tribunal and its power to undertake the responsibilities with which it has been 

entrusted in its Statute by the General Assembly. When faced with wilful 

disobedience of its orders, the Tribunal must vindicate the integrity of its 

jurisdiction by exercising its necessarily inherent power.2 

                                                 
1 French D., Kay M. and Sime S. (Eds). (2010). Blackstone’s Civil Practice Oxford.: Oxford 
University Press, para. 78.1. 
2 Bertucci Order No. 42 (NY/2010). 
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73. In Abboud UNDT/2010/030/R, Adams J held that the Tribunal has power 

to punish where contempt is found. 

It follows from possession of the jurisdiction to deal with a staff 
member for contempt that the Tribunal must have the power to 
punish where that contempt is found. This jurisdiction is not 
related to, nor is it concerned with, that exercised by the Secretary-
General under Chapter X of ST/SGB/2009/7 for misconduct, 
although there can be no doubt (as I have already suggested) that 
wilful interference with or obstruction of the processes of the 
Tribunal, will also amount to misconduct and, in many cases, 
serious misconduct. 

74. Adams J went on further to describe the procedure of dealing with a staff 

member found to be in contempt of the Tribunal. 

As has been noted, the Rules of Procedure of the Tribunal do not 
deal with the issue of contempt. Since it affects the rights of the 
accused staff member, the procedures must be careful to ensure 
procedural fairness and a transparent process. The sanctions that 
could be imposed, of course, can only affect the staff member’s 
contract one way or another but should be spelled out. The Rules 
of Procedure are established by plenary agreement of the judges of 
the Tribunal and are subject to the approval of the General 
Assembly. 

75. The learned Judge proposed that the Tribunal has discretion in determining 

whether to proceed by way of contempt or with regard to the provisions of art. 

10(8) of the Statute of the Dispute Tribunal. 

Referral under article 10(8) of the UNDT Statute 

76. Article 10(8) of the UNDT Statute provides as follows: 

The Dispute Tribunal may refer appropriate cases to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations or the executive heads of separately 
administered United Nations funds and programmes for possible 
action to enforce accountability. 

77. In Abboud UNDT/2010/030/R, Adams J opined that the conduct to be 

referred should be such that it could reasonably be seen as significantly 

inappropriate and that the seniority of the official whose conduct is in question 

should also be taken into consideration. Further, the fundamental issue to be 

considered by the Tribunal should be whether the matter is so serious or 
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potentially serious as to require the personal attention of the Secretary-General, 

even if the matter can appropriately be delegated to another official. A factor such 

as where the official concerned is directly accountable to the Secretary-General, 

mediates in favour of referral. 

78. The Redesign Panel on the United Nations system of administration of 

justice who had extensively studied the then prevailing internal justice system 

within the Organization, found it greatly wanting and recommended its total 

reform and overhaul.  

79. In its Report A/61/205 of 28 July 2006, the Redesign Panel concluded that 

establishing a professionalized, independent and adequately resourced internal 

justice system was critical because only such a system could generate and sustain 

certainty and predictability, and thus enjoy the confidence of managers, staff 

members and other stakeholders. A justice system is only as good as the level of 

respect and confidence it commands. 

80. The Redesign Panel was also of the view that establishing a 

professionalized system of internal justice was essential if the United Nations was 

to avoid the double standards - which had existed - where the standards of justice 

that are generally recognized internationally were usually found to be at variance 

with the standards of justice which the Organization upheld in its system of 

internal justice. 

81. To actualize the Redesign Panel’s findings and recommendations, the 

General Assembly in its Resolution, A/RES/61/261, “Administration of justice at 

the United Nations”, of 30 April 2007, decided to establish a new, independent, 

transparent, professionalized, adequately resourced and decentralized system of 

administration of justice consistent with the relevant rules of international law and 

the principles of the rule of law and due process to ensure respect for the rights 

and obligations of staff members and the accountability of managers and staff 

members alike. 

82. The rule of law is a principle of governance in which all persons, 

institutions and entities, public and private, including the State itself, are 
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accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and 

independently adjudicated, and which are consistent with international human 

rights norms and standards. It requires, as well, measures to ensure adherence to 

the principles of supremacy of law, equality before the law, accountability to the 

law, fairness in the application of the law, separation of powers, participation in 

decision-making, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness and procedural and 

legal transparency3. 

83. The new internal justice system cannot “enjoy the confidence of managers, 

staff members and other stakeholders” when it finds itself confronted with a 

situation where its orders are disobeyed by parties appearing before it. Such a 

situation, as correctly summed up by Counsel for the Applicant, “cannot lead to a 

sustainable judicial system and would only result in anarchy.” No person or 

Organization which submits to a jurisdiction of a competent court or tribunal can 

place himself or itself above applicable laws and rules as this would amount to a 

recipe for societal and institutional destruction. 

Is this a proper matter for referral to the Secretary-General? 

84. As earlier indicated, the fundamental issue to be considered by the 

Tribunal in a motion for accountability is whether the matter is so serious or 

potentially serious as to require the personal attention of the Secretary-General. 

85. In the instant case, the question of the disobedience by a party of an order 

of a properly constituted Tribunal is at the heart of this Accountability Motion. 

Unfortunately, those who have engaged in the conduct complained of are highly 

placed officials of UNON who are also agents of the Secretary-General. In 

considering the seriousness of the matter, the Tribunal will here consider the 

actions of the Secretary-General’s agents leading up to the disobedience for which 

this Accountability Motion was brought and their persistent efforts even while this 

motion was being heard to continue to dig into their positions and to wallow in 

their disobedience. 

                                                 
3 Report of the Secretary-General on the Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Conflict and Post 
Conflict Societies (S/2004/616), para 6. 
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86. The Applicant was employed by UNON under a memorandum of 

agreement between UNON and the UNCT Somalia. The terms of the agreement 

provided that the said agreement would be reviewed from year to year by the 

parties to it and that either party may terminate the agreement with a six months’ 

notice to the other party. Meanwhile the Applicant who had served under the said 

agreement on a fixed term contract for more than one year had problems with her 

supervisor and by November 2011 had filed a harassment complaint against the 

said supervisor. 

87. Whilst her complaint had never been addressed by UNON management, 

her contract expiration date was approaching. A Human Resources Officer had 

assured the Applicant that since she was not given a thirty-day notice of non-

renewal, her contract would likely be renewed. On 6 June 2012, her fixed term 

contract expiry date, she went to work as usual and worked until 4pm when a 

Human Resources Officer came to hand her a hard copy of notice of non-renewal 

of her contract. UNON counsel argued before the Tribunal that while UNON was 

not required to give the notice of non-renewal in law and did not need to follow its 

own guidelines for giving thirty days’ notice, it had elected nevertheless to give 

the Applicant a thirty minutes’ notice as UNON business hours closed at 4.30 

p.m. and her contract expired at close of business. 

88. This puerile argument and the course of action adopted betrayed what the 

Respondent’s agents in this case believed was a well thought out strategy for 

preventing the Applicant from seeking management evaluation or the intervention 

of the Tribunal for a suspension of the impugned decision.  

89. Since it is clear that what UNON management was out to achieve was, to 

present both the Secretary-General on whose behalf any management evaluation 

is undertaken and the Tribunal which could order a suspension of the impugned 

decision, with a fait accompli; its actions in this regard reeked dangerously and 

unashamedly of bad faith. That bad faith was further exacerbated by the fact that 

the Applicant’s harassment complaint filed more than six months before her 

contract expired was never addressed and appears indeed to have effectively been 

swept under the carpet. 
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90. Upon an application filed urgently about one hour after receiving the 

notice of non-renewal, the Tribunal granted a temporary suspension of action ex 

parte on the same day and heard the matter inter partes three days after the 

application was made. Judgment was immediately entered in favour of the 

Applicant as a suspension of the impugned decision pending management 

evaluation was ordered. 

91. UNON management while disregarding the authority of UNAT in 

Villamoran on the duty of parties to comply with interlocutory orders even where 

an appeal had been filed, refused to obey the orders of the Tribunal and continued 

to adopt every means to alter the status quo ante.  

92. UNON’s Legal Counsel, while advising disobedience, shockingly and 

unprofessionally invited the Applicant to her office behind the back of the 

Applicant’s Counsel after the grant of the suspension of action by the Tribunal.  

93. When the Applicant who refused to honour her invitation contacted her by 

phone, she ordered her, in a flagrant abuse of position and show of unbridled 

power, to hand over her duties and to leave her office immediately. In this way, 

Counsel had set herself up as an alternative authority to the Tribunal and showed 

that UNON has no respect for the rule of law. These actions were followed up 

with retrieving the Applicant’s ground pass and barring her from entering UNON 

premises or going to her office.  

94. UNON officials by their actions in this case have engaged in strong arm 

tactics and acted as if they make their own laws in a way that no decent 

organization can be proud of, least of all the United Nations Secretariat. As a 

global organization that, among other things, has set up at least a unit whose 

mandate is the promotion of the rule of law worldwide, the Secretary-General’s 

attention needs to be called to the actions of those of his officials who trample on 

the enduring principle of the rule of law and thereby enthrone and elevate 

impunity. 
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Were the orders of the Tribunal in this case impossible to comply with? 

95. It is a well-established principle of law and equity that the court does not 

make an order in vain. It was argued on behalf of UNON that at the time the 

Tribunal’s interim orders were made on 6 June 2012 suspending the impugned 

decision not to renew the Applicant’s contract; the decision had already been 

implemented. 

96. The issue of implementation was fully addressed in the judgment granting 

suspension of action in this case and for that reason, the Tribunal will not revisit 

the issue. Suffice it however to re-emphasize that no implementation of the said 

decision could begin until business commenced on 7 June 2012 which was the 

day following the expiry of the Applicant’s contract by which time the Tribunal 

had made an interim order for suspension of action which was duly served the 

same evening on UNON. 

97. On 6 June 2012 when the Applicant’s contract expired, no action had in 

fact been taken towards separating the Applicant from the Organization. In spite 

of the subsisting order and another similar order for suspension of the impugned 

decision following the hearing of the suspension of action, UNON management 

persisted in its disobedience and went ahead to retrieve the Applicant’s ground 

pass and other working tools and to bar her from entering the complex. 

98. The orders of the Tribunal were first made on 6 June 2012 as soon as the 

application came to it and before any action could be taken to separate the 

Applicant from the Organization. The orders made by the Tribunal were therefore 

not impossible to comply with. 

Role of Respondent’s Counsel and a party’s belief that a judgment is illegal 

99. The universal understanding of the role of an attorney that appears before 

a court is that the said attorney is an officer of the court. A legal counsel, by the 

same token, who appears before any of the Tribunals of the United Nations 

internal justice system is an officer of that Tribunal. This means that such a legal 
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counsel is charged with a higher duty than others who are parties or witnesses 

before the Tribunal.  

100. Counsel must uphold two duties, the duty to the client and the duty to the 

court as its officer. Counsel primarily owes a duty to court. This Tribunal in Amar 

UNDT/2011/040 held that the proper place of Counsel appearing before the 

Tribunal is that of an officer of court whose first duty is to guide the court and to 

honestly advise his or her clients with a view of achieving the just determination 

of the case. On the part of the Tribunal, its role is that of an impartial arbiter and it 

must dispense even handed justice. Where there are mistakes of law, it would be 

up to the Appeals Tribunal to correct them. 

101. Counsel is bound by ethical rules of the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules 

including the professional ethics that govern legal practitioners in the jurisdiction 

where he/she was licensed to practice law. There is ample authority on the duty of 

Counsel to court. A few are set out below for purposes of elucidation and clarity. 

102. In North v Foley4, a court in the United States of America held that the 

advice of an attorney to his client to disobey an order of court should attract more 

serious punishment for the attorney than for the client who was in actual 

disobedience of the order based on the attorney’s advice. 

103. In the instant case, the Respondent’s Counsel had advised her client and 

further argued that UNON does not have a legal duty to comply with the 

Tribunal’s orders because, according to her, UNON believed that the Tribunal, in 

making an order suspending the impugned decision had exceeded its jurisdiction. 

104. Another unsettling and dangerous position taken on behalf of UNON and 

strenuously argued by the Respondent’s Counsel is that the Tribunal’s orders that 

the impugned administrative decision be suspended pending management 

evaluation were illegal. Not only do questions arise as to how a properly-

constituted Tribunal acts illegally in applying a provision of the same Tribunal’s 

Statute and its Rules of Procedure made and adopted by the General Assembly of 

the United Nations, serious concerns arise as to the future of a justice system in 

                                                 
4 149 Misc. 572,575, 267 N.Y.S. 572, 575 (1933). 
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which a legal Counsel representing the Secretary-General actually advises and 

argues that “her belief” that the Tribunal exceeded its jurisdiction entitled her to 

advise UNON to disobey the Tribunal’s orders. 

105. In other words, the beliefs, opinions, views or wishes of the Respondent’s 

Counsel assume sufficient importance as to override an order of the Tribunal. The 

clear and dangerous message that this state of affairs, if allowed, conveys is that 

the Respondent’s Counsel constitutes a Court superior to the Dispute Tribunal and 

the UN Appeals Tribunal and can overrule the authority of Villamoran. 

106. It is trite law that even if Counsel should believe that the Court order is 

incorrect he/she must still comply promptly or risk the imposition of sanction. In 

Leber v. United States ex rel Fleming5 the Court held that should he attempt to 

convince the court that his advice to disregard a ruling was given in good faith, it 

will not save him from liability, for the question of motive or intent for advising 

violation is irrelevant in this instance. An explanation of this result is that there 

cannot be good faith in such a situation because good faith requires the attorney to 

submit the question to the court for its determination. Of course, if an order has 

been issued and objections or motions overruled, then that particular court has 

already determined the question. What is normally contemplated is that Counsel 

reserves his point for appeal, rather than resist the order. 

107. Counsel did not bother to maintain the status quo before deciding to advice 

disobedience of the Tribunal’s Order. The argument that counsel was intending to 

appeal and therefore could alter the status quo is, to say the least, farfetched. A 

Court Order can only be reversed by an appellate Court. Counsel cannot take the 

law into their own hands and settle the clients rights according to his/her notion of 

what is right. 

108. In State v Nathans6, the United States Supreme Court had decided that: 

The disobedience of any order, judgment or decree of a court 
having jurisdiction to issue it is contempt of that court, however 
erroneous or improvident the issuing of it may have been. Such an 

                                                 
5 170 F 881(9th Circle 1909). 
6 49 S.C. 199, 27 S.E. 52 (1896). 
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order is obligatory until reversed by an appellate court or until 
corrected or discharged by the court which made it. 

109. In its judgment rendered in November 2011 in the case of Villamoran, 

UNAT held that art. 8(6) of the Rules of Procedure of the Appeals Tribunal which 

provides for the suspension of the execution of a contested judgment does not 

apply to interlocutory appeals. It was clearly stated at paragraph 18 that: 

It falls to the Appeals Tribunal to decide whether the UNDT 
exceeded its jurisdiction and the Administration cannot refrain 
from executing an order by filing an appeal against it on the basis 
that the UNDT exceeded its jurisdiction. 

110. As had been previously stated in this judgment, the Respondent’s Counsel 

had not only advised UNON to disobey the orders of this Tribunal but had also 

unprofessionally exhibited a personal interest in the matter when she bypassed the 

Applicant’s Counsel and instructed the Applicant to hand over her duties and to 

leave the UNON premises.  

111. Testimony to this effect was given by the Applicant herself before the 

Tribunal. Although the Respondent’s Counsel was present throughout the 

proceedings, she did not offer to testify to rebut the Applicant’s version of the 

facts. Instead, in an affidavit filed one week afterwards on behalf of the Director 

General, it was deposed that the Applicant had become unruly in her office and 

that it was for this reason that it became necessary for the Respondent’s Counsel 

to intervene. This version is completely at variance with not only the Applicant’s 

testimony but also the testimony of the Applicant’s supervisor before the 

Tribunal. 

112. The Tribunal can only conclude from the facts before it that the facts as 

deposed to in the UNON Director General’s affidavit were an afterthought told to 

the Director General to explain away conduct that should never have been 

engaged in. Not only were the Respondent’s Counsel’s actions towards the 

Applicant intimidating and unwarranted, they were disrespectful to the Tribunal 

and the Organization and amounted to an abuse of her position as UNON’s legal 

adviser. 
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113. Such brazen contempt for the rule of law is certainly not expected of a 

legal officer who represents the Secretary-General of the United Nations!  

Role of the Director General of UNON 

114. The Director General of UNON has overall authority in all decisions and 

actions taken by the UNON management. This means that she is accountable for 

such actions and decisions. 

115. In evidence, she had told the Tribunal that she acted on legal advice in 

deciding that UNON would disobey the orders of the Tribunal. That may well be 

so. It must be borne in mind that the Director General as an Under Secretary-

General occupies a prime leadership position within the Organization. The critical 

question here is whether a person occupying so exalted an office and who has 

come with a wealth of experience garnered in the course of previous high offices 

would need any kind of legal advice to justify the disobedience of the orders of a 

properly constituted Court or Tribunal.  

116. The choice to comply with the legal advice of a legal officer without 

proper and sufficient briefing on the facts and issues, as it emerged during the 

Director General’s testimony at the Tribunal, over and against the orders of the 

Tribunal is a matter for which the Director General must bear responsibility. 

117. Since 21 June 2012 when she appeared before the Tribunal in this 

Accountability Motion, the Director General has had more than sufficient time to 

revisit, review and seek further legal advice on UNON’s position in this case and 

to decide that UNON would toe the path of the rule of law. Nothing shows or 

suggests that she has done so. Instead she has continued to lead UNON 

management to wallow in its disobedience and impunity. 

118. It must also be borne in mind that the Applicant had told the Tribunal that 

a harassment complaint submitted by the Applicant seven months before the 

expiry of her contract had never been addressed by UNON management. No 

evidence was brought before the Tribunal by UNON to show that any action had 

been taken in this regard. Instead, an administrative decision not to renew the 
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Applicant’s contract was taken and a ridiculous thirty minutes’ notice given with a 

rush made to implement her separation in total disregard of the Tribunal’s orders. 

The Director General bears full responsibility for this state of affairs. 

119. Additionally, the Director General is accountable for the unprofessional 

conduct and high-handedness exhibited in this case by UNON’s Legal Counsel 

under her watch. 

Conclusion 

120. There is a genuine apprehension on the part of the Nairobi Staff Union, 

which has filed a friend-of-court brief, that if the Organization is allowed to 

disregard the Tribunal’s orders, the entire rationale for creating the internal justice 

system would be defeated and the UNON administration will continue to get away 

with violations of staff members’ rights. 

121. The case is referred to the Secretary-General under article 10(8) of the 

Statute of the Tribunal for the purpose of considering: 

a. What action should be taken in respect of the conduct of the 

Director General of UNON in dealing with the complaints made by the 

Applicant and disregarding the Tribunal’s orders; and  

b. What action should be taken in respect of the conduct of UNON’s 

Legal Adviser in advising disobedience of the Tribunal’s orders. 
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(Signed) 
 

Judge Nkemdilim Izuako 
Dated this 31st day of July 2012 

 
 
Entered in the Register on this 31st day of July 2012 
 
(Signed) 
 
Jean-Pelé Fomété, Registrar, Nairobi 
 


